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We are the RSA. The royal society for arts, manufactures and commerce. We’re committed to a future that works for everyone. A future where we can all participate in its creation.

The RSA has been at the forefront of significant social impact for over 250 years. Our proven change process, rigorous research, innovative ideas platforms and diverse global community of over 30,000 problem solvers, deliver solutions for lasting change.

We invite you to be part of this change. Join our community. Together, we’ll unite people and ideas to resolve the challenges of our time.

Find out more at theresa.org

We define our ambitions as:

**Our vision**

A world where everyone is able to participate in creating a better future.

**Our purpose**

Uniting people and ideas to resolve the challenges of our time.

**We are**

A global community of proactive problem solvers.
This report is part of an action-research project led by the RSA (the royal society for arts, manufactures and commerce) and funded by the Pears #iwill Fund. The project investigated what high-quality youth social action looks like in a primary school setting and what enables or limits teachers’ abilities to embed youth social action into their practice.

The report’s title, ‘Citizens of Now’ challenges us to see primary age pupils as active citizens who can make a difference today, rather than discounting them as changemakers of some distant future.
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Introduction
Introduction

Participating in high-quality youth social action opportunities has a ‘double benefit’ to both the young person involved and their communities. Young people develop new skills that can support them throughout their lifetime, while their communities benefit from the positive actions of socially responsible and compassionate young citizens. 1

The RSA’s Teenagency report found that young people want to make a difference in society, but opportunities to engage in high-quality youth social action are limited. 2 Research from the Jubilee Centre suggests young people who were first involved in youth social action before the age of 10 are more than twice as likely to have an ongoing commitment to social action (a ‘habit of service’) than those who first participate after the age of 16. 3

Teachers and school leaders who lead youth social action have found that it has a positive impact on academic standards and personal development. It also helps to create a learning environment of high expectations, supports better attendance, and even reduces exclusions. 4 An in-depth evaluation conducted by the Behavioural Insights Team (BIT) of several youth social action programmes, including one with primary-age pupils, found that young people who participated in high-quality opportunities saw improvements in character qualities including empathy, cooperation, resilience and problem-solving. 5

Despite evidence of benefits of youth social action, and a clear desire from young people to make a difference, there is very little research exploring what high-quality youth social action with primary-age pupils should look like.

Over the last three years, in partnership with the Pears iwill Fund, the RSA has been exploring this issue.

We designed, delivered and evaluated RSA4, a youth social action programme for Year 4 pupils in nine schools in the West Midlands. 6

RSA4 provided pupils with opportunities to lead practical action on the social and community issues they care about, with the support of their school community. They undertook actions such as fundraising, campaigning, raising awareness, volunteering, or engaging in environmental activities that were socially impactful and meaningful for themselves and their communities.

---

6 A total of 579 Year 4 pupils (aged 8-9) participated in the programme over three years.
Through RSA4, our aims were:

— To better understand the benefits experienced by primary-age pupils from participating in high-quality youth social action.

— To understand the role of the teacher in supporting primary-age pupils to lead their own youth social action projects.

— To understand the challenges that exist for primary schools when delivering high-quality youth social action, and identify how they can be resolved.

This report is the culmination of this work. We share what we did and what we have learned along the way. We hope that it contributes to wider learning around what is needed to lead high-quality youth social action in primary schools and inspires more educators to embed it into their practice.
Defining high-quality youth social action

Simply put, youth social action is “young people taking practical action in the service of others in order to create positive social change that is of benefit to the wider community as well as to the young person themselves”. 7

From this, we can understand that youth social action is made up of activities that are:

1. Practical and directive, such as but not limited to, campaigning, raising awareness, fundraising, and volunteering.
2. Undertaken in the service of others or the environment.
3. Aimed at addressing real social issues that are important to communities.
4. Beneficial to both the wider community and the participants themselves.

RSA polling and repeated National Youth Social Action Surveys tell us that many children and young people are taking part in some form of youth social action, particularly through their school. 8 9 However, these often don’t translate into meaningful experiences for the young people involved.

For example, when Dr. Alison Body and colleagues looked at charitable action in primary schools, they found that pupils did not always connect the fundraising activities to their purpose. Pupils assumed that the purpose of Children in Need fundraising was to buy Pudsey Bear a new eye:

Almost all the children [in the study] were able to identify Pudsey Bear, recognise the poppy and the Comic Relief red nose, and associate this with various activities they had taken part in. However, less common was a deeper, more critical engagement in the reasons for this fundraising activity and the issues that sit behind this giving. 10

While schools do good work to engage pupils in charitable action, they may miss opportunities to engage pupils more meaningfully to understand the social cause behind the action. When pupils are invited to understand and shape the youth social action they participate in, they are more likely to draw meaning from the experience and want to participate in similar actions again.

---

9 The latest National Youth Social Action Survey can be found here, along with links to previous years: gov.uk/government/publications/national-youth-social-action-survey-2019. The surveys do not cover young people outside of the 10-20 age bracket.
Because of us all the animals have a home to live in. Not only did it fill me up with joy because of how it turned out but also to know that we could make a difference and made us happy.

Pupil, Cycle 2
Here, the iwill campaign principles for high-quality youth social action are instructive as they capture the missing element of meaningful engagement.  

Research has explored how the iwill campaign principles might provide a useful framework for a broader programme of character education in schools that supports a positive change in both individuals and the community.

For teachers, implementing these principles requires careful planning, expert guidance, and confidence in students’ abilities to lead youth social action. Without these principles in place, pupils and communities are more likely to miss out on the transformative potential of youth social action.

---

**Principles for high-quality youth social action**

- **Progressive**: Are led, owned and shaped by young people
- **Youth led**: Are stretching and engaging, as well as exciting and enjoyable
- **Reflective**: Provide opportunities for recognition and reward
- **Socially impactful**: Create positive social change that is of benefit to the wider community as well as to the young people themselves
- **Embedded**: Normalise social action as part of participants’ lives
- **Challenging**: Foster greater involvement in similar activities

---


Schools play an important influencing role and act as a gateway into youth social action. Encouragingly, primary and secondary school teachers are increasingly seeing youth social action as part of their school’s culture and practice (34% in 2015 up to 59% in 2017). However, there are some notable differences between primary and secondary schools. While 77% of primary school leaders report that their school ethos includes developing character and resilience, only 15% report providing opportunities for students to take part in youth social action/volunteering to help develop these traits (compared with 47% of secondary school leaders). Primary teachers are also more likely than secondary teachers to report that youth social action is not something they have thought about doing.

Worryingly, there is a significant socio-economic gap in how schools’ engage with youth social action. Just 27% of primary teachers in schools with above the national average % of free school meal (FSM) pupil populations said youth social action is embedded in their practice compared with 57% of primary teachers in schools with below national average % of FSM pupil populations. This disparity in participation based on young people’s socio-economic status exists outside of schools too. Thus, schools can play an important levelling role in driving young people’s participation in youth social action.

---


15 Ibid.


What works in schools

In 2015, Step Up To Serve, the coordinating charity for the iwill campaign to get more young people involved in youth social action before 2020, convened a roundtable of education leaders to answer the question:

‘How can we make youth social action a part of life for every 10-20 year old going to school or college in the UK by 2020?’

In Ofsted’s exploration of youth social action, school culture was found to be an important influencing factor in achieving positive outcomes for the pupils and their communities. Schools that prioritised youth social action empowered teachers to seek out external opportunities for participation and supported their development around delivering youth social action. Teachers reported feeling better equipped to tackle sensitive subject matter that could arise from youth social action when they received training and support. 20

Inspectors also noted that within the schools in question, youth social action was an implicit part of teaching practice and was woven throughout other aspects of the formal curriculum, particularly at the primary phase. Aspects that helped develop a distinct youth social action offer included: teachers’ good knowledge of local community issues/opportunities to help, and their ability to draw on local community groups’ expertise, link youth social action to the social, moral, spiritual and cultural (SMSC) education curriculum, and root the action in authentic issues that are deemed important by pupils themselves. Where it was seen to be the most successful was when it acted as a ‘golden thread’ for developing skills, knowledge and wider learning within schools. 21

Headteachers leading this work within their own settings identified four key principles to their practice:

— Youth social action is at the heart of the school mission, values and the lens through which pupils learn.
— Youth social action participation is recognised and rewarded similarly to academic achievements.
— Young people are empowered to lead the direction of youth social action.
— Strong partnerships are built with local and national organisations to help create opportunities. 19

---

20 Ofsted (2016) op cit.
21 Ibid.
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Teacher attitudes towards high-quality youth social action
Polling by NFER between 2016 and 2018 tells us youth social action is not as widely understood by primary teachers as by secondary colleagues. To gain further insight on teacher attitudes towards youth social action in primary schools, we commissioned a Teacher Tapp survey in February 2020.

This chapter shares insights from the survey.

### Insight 1: Teachers and headteachers believe in the importance of youth social action during the primary phase

Children should participate in a practical activity that aims to make a positive difference in society and improve the lives of others before leaving Year 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Primary</th>
<th>Secondary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classroom teacher</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle teacher</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headteacher</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Strongly agree
- Agree
- Neither agree/disagree
- Strong disagree
- Disagree
- Not relevant/cannot answer

23 Teacher Tapp is a survey for teachers currently working in English schools. Survey responses are weighted to represent the national teaching population, according to school funding, phase and region, along with teacher age, gender and level of seniority. For questions sent to all teachers, we received on average just under 6000 responses. For the question specific to primary school teachers, we received just under 2000 responses.
Teachers attitudes towards high quality youth social action

Insight 2: In line with previous findings, schools located in some of the most deprived areas have fewer opportunities for pupils to take part and lead in youth social action

Social action is a practical activity that makes a positive difference in society (such as fundraising, campaigning or volunteering). Who chooses what sorts of social action issues?

| Fee-paying | 87% | Schools providing opportunities for pupils to take part |
| FSM Q1 (affluent) | 83% | Schools not providing opportunities / don’t know |
| FSM Q2 | 80% |
| FSM Q3 | 80% |
| FSM Q4 | 78% |
| FSM Q5 (deprived) | 71% |

24 The % of pupils eligible for free school meals (FSM) is widely used in educational research to indicate levels of disadvantage among a school’s population of pupils. See Ipsos MORI (2015) op cit. for previous research on the relationship between disadvantage and participation in social action.

Insight 2: In line with previous findings, schools located in some of the most deprived areas have fewer opportunities for pupils to take part and lead in youth social action

Social action is a practical activity that makes a positive difference in society (such as fundraising, campaigning or volunteering). Who chooses what sorts of social action issues?

| Fee-paying | 68% |
| FSM Q1 (affluent) | 55% |
| FSM Q2 | 46% |
| FSM Q3 | 46% |
| FSM Q4 | 38% |
| FSM Q5 (deprived) | 30% |
They know the purpose of the activity

They are given the chance to see the impact of the activity

They choose the cause they want to work towards

They are rewarded and recognised for their contribution

They design and drive the activity themselves

The activity takes place in the local community

The activity provides a level of challenge to the pupils

When students participate in practical activities to make a positive difference in society (such as fundraising or volunteering). I think it is essential that...
Imagine you are asked to run a social action programme for pupils in school. What support might you want or need to do this well?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource/Support</th>
<th>Less than 5 years</th>
<th>5–10 years</th>
<th>10–20 years</th>
<th>Over 20 years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resources for teachers and pupils to learn more about social issues</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training on how to approach social issues in the classroom</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More curriculum time for students to learn about social issues</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A specialist organisation to lead pupil workshops</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional time - either as a lesson on timetable or after school</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training on teaching pupils project management skills</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Insight 4: Regardless of years of experience almost all teachers want support in approaching social action in the classroom*
Teacher attitudes towards high-quality youth social action

**Insight 5:** Teachers judge some social issues as more ‘age-appropriate’ than others for primary-age pupils

In your own opinion, which of these issues are age-appropriate as a social action topic for Year 4 pupils (age 8-9)?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Most appropriate</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Environmental issues</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy living</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homelessness</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loneliness amongst the elderly</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refugee settlement</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food poverty</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGBT issues</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug or alcohol abuse</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicide or self harming</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Least appropriate</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Homelessness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loneliness amongst the elderly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refugee settlement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food poverty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGBT issues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug or alcohol abuse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicide or self harming</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Almost all teachers surveyed believe in the importance of youth social action during the primary phase.

Pupils in fee paying schools are twice as likely to choose the social issue they want to address compared to their peers in the most deprived areas.

Regardless of experience almost all teachers want support in approaching social action in the classroom.
The finding that schools in the most deprived areas are less likely to give pupils the opportunity to lead and take part in youth social action is particularly relevant to our project due to the social profile of the schools involved. All but three of the schools involved have had above the national average (23%) of pupils eligible for free school meals at any time during the past six years – one school has had almost three times the national average.

While we cannot tell whether these schools would have engaged in youth social action outside of RSA4, our experience with them tells us that they are open to such engagement and have the drive to incorporate youth social action within their practice moving forward. This suggests that if schools in deprived areas are presented with the opportunity to engage with youth social action, they are likely to take advantage of it.

Teachers need support to develop youth social action opportunities for their pupils, through training, provision of resources, and guidance from organisations with expertise in facilitating youth social action workshops for pupils. As well, they may need further guidance on how to approach potentially sensitive social issues such as refugee settlement, food poverty, substance abuse and LGBT issues. External delivery partners and programmes like RSA4 might offer opportunities to support these needs and build teachers confidence and capacity to embed youth social action into their practice.

Connecting Teacher Tapp insights to RSA4

Teachers attitudes towards high-quality youth social action
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What we did
The RSA4 programme set out to incorporate the iwill campaign principles in a way that was practical for the primary school setting and ambitious about what is possible when primary-age pupils are given the opportunity to lead their own youth social action. We focused on Year 4 (pupils aged eight to nine years) in response to findings from the Jubilee Centre that those with a habit of service first became involved in service before the age of 10.25

During the programme, Year 4 pupils developed their own high-quality youth social action projects, with the support of school staff and other adults. Pupils were invited to develop projects that addressed an issue they cared about beyond the school gates and involved practical action(s) that made a positive impact on people and our planet.

I think they [the pupils] feel empowered now.

Senior Leadership Team Member, Cycle 1

The aim of the programme was to plant a seed for a growing commitment to social action now and in the future, leading to a habit of service.

In addition to incorporating the iwill campaign six principles for high-quality youth social action, and in line with existing evidence on expected outcomes, 26 we identified the following skills and attitudes as the intended outcomes for pupils:

### Aim:

**Fostering a habit of service:**
Planting a seed for a commitment to social action now and in the future.

### Skills:

- **Leadership:** Pupils feel empowered to act and mobilise others. Pupils have a sense of ownership over their youth–led project.

- **Teamwork:** Pupils can work with others towards the same goal in an inclusive and collaborative way.

- **Communication:** Pupils can listen to others as well as successfully relaying their own ideas and opinions.

- **Problem-solving:** Pupils can reason, use the information available, and think creatively in order to reach a goal.

### Attitudes:

- **Increased sense of social responsibility:** Pupils understand that actions affect people and our planet and that we should strive to have a positive impact in our communities.

- **Increased civic self-efficacy:** Pupils believe in their ability to make a difference through prosocial actions.

primary schools across the West Midlands were invited to participate in the RSA4 programme. Schools came from within the RSA Academies and their regional networks, as well as schools who had participated in previous RSA projects. In total, nine schools participated over two full cycles.

Profile of the schools

Schools at or above the national average for FSM-eligible pupils were targeted for recruitment. Following the Teacher Tapp data that suggests schools in areas of high deprivation are less familiar with youth social action, we anticipated that these schools would particularly benefit from our approach offering more structured external support. We felt this would help build teachers’ capacity and encourage them to sustain youth social action into the future.

 Participating schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>% of pupils eligible for FSM in the past 6 years*</th>
<th>Cycle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charford First School</td>
<td>Bromsgrove</td>
<td>21.5%</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbeywood First School RSA Academy</td>
<td>Redditch</td>
<td>25.5%</td>
<td>1 + 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutton Park Primary RSA Academy</td>
<td>Kidderminster</td>
<td>23.1%</td>
<td>1 + 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodrow First School</td>
<td>Redditch</td>
<td>44.2%</td>
<td>1 + 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Stephen’s CE RSA Academy</td>
<td>Redditch</td>
<td>26.7%</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allenscroft Primary School</td>
<td>Birmingham</td>
<td>60.4%</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitwell Primary School</td>
<td>Birmingham</td>
<td>49.8%</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Oswald’s CE Primary School</td>
<td>Kidderminster</td>
<td>33.7%</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oldbury Park RSA Academy</td>
<td>Worcester</td>
<td>19.7%</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*based on 2018-2019 data. National average 23%

27 The RSA Academies are a group of academy schools sponsored by The RSA in the West Midlands.
What we did

Programme Cycles

The programme ran for two cycles over three years. Cycle 1 took place in the academic year 2018-19 and involved four schools. During Cycle 2 (2019-20), the programme was expanded to 10 schools. However, due to Covid-19 disruptions and resulting school closures, the project paused and restarted in March 2021 with a new delivery model in response to the restrictions placed on schools. Eight out of 10 schools from Cycle 2 chose to continue with the project in the academic year 2020-21.

- **Cycle 1**
  - 2018: Four schools take part
  - 2019: Programme expands to ten schools

- **Cycle 2**
  - 2020: Pause due to Covid-19
  - 2021: Eight out of ten schools continue with a new delivery model
RSA4 was partly inspired by the RSA Academies’ long-running and successful Year 8 youth social action project that had an established ‘Pupil Leader’ model. Based on this, the initial model for RSA4 had two levels of participation for pupils:

**Pupil Leaders:**
Approximately 10 pupils per school who formed the core planning team, and who were responsible for leading the project in their own schools. These pupils were selected by their teachers to attend off-site cross-school workshops.

**Wider year group:**
All other Year 4 pupils who played an active role in supporting Pupil Leaders to carry out the project. This included undertaking research to learn more about the chosen social issues or helping with specific tasks as part of the practical action.

---

What we did
What we did

The model can be summarised in eight stages:

1. **Teacher induction and training:**
   Focused on what constitutes youth social action and its benefits, the training was delivered by the Association for Citizenship Teaching as one twilight session.

2. **Launch assemblies:**
   RSA4 was introduced to all Year 4 pupils with an assembly presentation led by the RSA staff.

3. **Skills-building workshops:**
   The core planning team (i.e., the 10 Pupil Leaders from each school) were convened off-site for two whole-days of skills-building workshops, with a focus on leadership, teamwork, communication, and problem solving. These were delivered by Challenge Academy, As Creatives and We Schools, all with a track record of supporting the desired skills and attitudes.

4. **Social action planning workshop:**
   A final day of training for Pupil Leaders with a focus on social action planning: learning about different types of social action, selecting a social issue, and developing a skeleton plan for their own project.

5. **Peer engagement and planning:**
   Pupil Leaders presented their plan to their year group, seeking their feedback and engaging them in the project.

6. **Project implementation:**
   Pupil Leaders implemented their social action projects with the support of the wider year group.

7. **Evaluation/celebration event:**
   Pupil Leaders were brought together to reflect on their personal development, the social impact of their projects, and celebrate their achievements.

8. **In-school presentation ‘lessons learnt’:**
   Pupil Leaders presented their reflections back to their wider year group. The whole class reflected on their development and the social impact of their project, and celebrated their achievement through a certificate presentation.
Evaluation of the pilot by the Behavioural Insights Team provided four key insights that allowed us to improve the programme for Cycle 2 and link it more strongly to the six iwill campaign principles. The eight stage structure from Cycle 1 remained the same with the following revisions to the content:

**Insight 1:** Pupil workshops need to be rooted in the substance of youth social action rather than skills

The initial workshops were designed to build skills that evidence tells us are important for enabling youth-led social action such as leadership, communication, problem-solving. However, unlike older pupils in the RSA Academies Year 8 youth social action project, primary-age pupils found it more challenging to apply generic learning about these skills directly to youth social action. For this reason, we redesigned the training workshops around questions on youth social action. These included:

**Workshop 1:** What do we mean by youth social action and active citizenship?

**Workshop 2:** What is a social issue and how do you become ambassadors for the issues you care about?

**Workshop 3:** What sort of practical actions can make a difference? How to plan youth social action?

**Workshop 4** (half-way check-in point): What actions are making an impact? What parts of your plan can we continue to build on?

---

Insight 2: Teachers need support on facilitating youth-led projects

Teachers from Cycle 1 told us that supporting pupils to lead their own projects without taking over was a fine line to tread. To support them, we introduced training on facilitating group discussions around sensitive topics, facilitating decision-making processes, knowing when to use directive and non-directive language.

Insight 3: Pupil Leaders should play more of a ‘peer ambassador role’

Working with a smaller group of pupils to develop their understanding of skills and attitudes had proven helpful in ensuring that the social action is youth-led. However, an unintended and undesired consequence was that the wider year group felt that they had less agency because they were not the ‘leaders’. To rectify this, we renamed the role to ‘Pupil Ambassadors’, to signal a more equal and collaborative relationship, whereby Pupil Ambassadors represented the passions and ideas of their peers at workshops.

Insight 4: Schools need extra encouragement to pick ‘unlikely’ Pupil Ambassadors

Despite our guidance, teachers in Cycle 1 chose pupils who already exhibited the desired leadership skills to be Pupil Leaders rather than those most in need of developing leadership skills. However, across all schools, there were examples of ‘unlikely’ students who benefitted far more from the programme and the experience of youth social action than their teachers anticipated. In Cycle 2, all schools were encouraged to use an application process in which pupils were given the opportunity to apply. Teachers were especially asked to support those least likely to put themselves forward to apply, and prioritise pupils who could benefit the most from the skills-building and youth social action workshops. Where schools felt it was fairest, and could avoid a popularity contest, they chose to incorporate a pupil vote on their Ambassadors.
The Covid-19 pandemic significantly impacted the delivery of Cycle 2, including:

**Pivoting Cycle 2 to respond to Covid-19**

Covid-19 restrictions meant breaking Year 4 class bubbles for in-person workshops was neither safe nor viable. Instead, with the help of the Green Schools Project and Epic Steps we developed an online iteration of the workshops which were delivered directly into classrooms via Zoom.

**Move to online workshop delivery**

Covid-19 restrictions meant breaking Year 4 class bubbles for in-person workshops was neither safe nor viable. Instead, with the help of the Green Schools Project and Epic Steps we developed an online iteration of the workshops which were delivered directly into classrooms via Zoom.

**Teachers played an increased workshop facilitation role**

Online delivery meant that teachers were also involved in the workshops. Green Schools Project and Epic Steps consulted with teachers on the facilitation needed for each workshop and provided lesson plans to help teachers feel more comfortable with this new role.

**One level of pupil engagement**

As well as not being able to convene Pupil Ambassadors off-site, school-related restrictions and staff shortages proved it difficult to take Pupil Ambassadors out of class for the skills-building and youth social action workshops. To overcome this issue, the two distinct levels of pupil engagement (i.e., Pupil Ambassadors and wider year group) were abandoned. Instead, the online workshops were delivered directly into Year 4 classrooms, where the whole cohort participated in the workshops.
### Pupils’ youth social action projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>Social issue(s)</th>
<th>Summary of pupils’ project</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charford First School</td>
<td>Plastic pollution</td>
<td><strong>Cycle 1:</strong> Charford First School led a campaign to educate others about reducing plastic waste, to increase recycling and establish a pupil eco-committee.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Abbeywood First School RSA Academy | Wellbeing and social isolation | **Cycle 1:** Pupils established a wellbeing garden in school and encouraged local businesses and members of the community to take part in a community gardening day.  
**Cycle 2:** Pupils created ‘kindness postcards’ with inspiring quotes and messages. They worked with a local printing company to print the cards for free and distributed them to local care homes residents isolated by the pandemic. |
| Sutton Park Primary RSA Academy | Plastic pollution and protecting nature | **Cycle 1:** Pupils worked with their school business manager to apply for a grant to introduce more recycling bins, coordinated a community litter pick and established a pupil eco-committee.  
**Cycle 2:** Combining nature and mental health, pupils created a sensory garden designed to attract insects, grow plants and create a safe space. They were inspired by how spending time outdoors during lockdown helped improve wellbeing for children and adults. |
| Woodrow First School      | Homelessness, food poverty and racism | **Cycle 1:** Pupils worked with a local homelessness charity to organise a community food drive for their food bank.  
**Cycle 2:** One Year 4 class decided to focus on food poverty by continuing the partnership with the local charity. The second Year 4 class chose to lead fundraising events for Show Racism the Red Card and created their own spoken word film to raise awareness of racism. |
<p>| St Stephen’s CE RSA Academy | Food poverty                      | <strong>Cycle 2:</strong> Pupils focused on the issue of food poverty after hearing stories of schools helping to feed families over lockdown. Pupils coordinated a community donation, eventually collecting seven crates of food to be donated through a local foodbank chosen by the pupils. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Name</th>
<th>Focus Area</th>
<th>Cycle 2: Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allenscroft Primary School</td>
<td>Protecting nature/litter</td>
<td>Pupils grew their own vegetables and plants on school grounds to attract wildlife. They also educated other year groups on the importance of recycling and organised a litter pick (on school grounds due to Covid restrictions but pupils hope to carry out a community litter pick in future).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitwell Primary School</td>
<td>Protecting nature</td>
<td>At Kitwell Primary pupils learnt more about how they can increase biodiversity in their school grounds and local community by creating bug and insect 'hotels' and animal feeders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Oswald's CE Primary School</td>
<td>Homelessness</td>
<td>Pupils at St Oswald's decided to work with a local charity that supports young people who have become temporarily homeless. They organised sponsored fundraising events and created 'kindness bags' with essential items and inspiring words after talking to a representative from the charity about what items would be most useful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oldbury Park RSA Academy</td>
<td>Protecting nature and mental health</td>
<td>Pupils decided to create a school reflection garden to promote community wellbeing as well as to attract wildlife. They helped raise awareness of endangered bees and created new bee hotels and plants to attract them. They have high hopes of installing a pond to care for frogs and are working with local companies to make this possible.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Research design

Through RSA4, our aims were:

— To better understand the benefits experienced by primary-age pupils from participating in high-quality youth social action.
— To understand the role of the teacher in supporting primary-age pupils to lead their own youth social action projects.
— To understand the challenges that exist for primary schools when delivering high-quality youth social action, and identify how they can be resolved.

To meet these aims, we established the following four research questions:

1. **How do pupils benefit from participating in high-quality youth social action?**

2. **What roles do teachers play in leading high-quality youth social action projects?**

3. **What challenges might teachers face when pupils define and lead their own projects?**

4. **What is required for high-quality youth social action in primary schools?**
We used a variety of methods to help us evaluate the RSA4 programme and to draw out insights related to the research questions:

**Academic year**

1. **Cycle 1 (2019)**
   - RSA4 Teacher Interviews Cycle 2 (2021)

**Behavioural Insights Team (BIT) Evaluation Cycle 1 (2019)**

BIT were commissioned to conduct an evaluation of Cycle 1 of the project to better understand if it could improve the outcomes of interest for pupils and if the intervention could be delivered in a way that is effective for primary schools.

The evaluation included observations of delivery elements such as the Pupil Leader workshops, and interviews with pupils, teachers, and senior leaders in the participating schools.

**RSA4 Initial Teacher Survey Cycle 2 (2020)**

This survey was conducted at the beginning of Cycle 2 to better understand the views of teachers participating in RSA4. 15 teachers were asked to share their perspectives on youth social action and the challenges that they anticipated in delivering the RSA4 project with primary-age pupils.

**RSA4 Teacher Interviews Cycle 2 (2021)**

Four 45-minute interviews were conducted with teachers at the end of Cycle 2 to learn about their experience of being part of the RSA4 programme, their views on teacher/pupil roles in leading high-quality youth social action, as well as challenges they faced during participation and how they sought to resolve them.
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What we’ve learned
1 How do pupils benefit from participating in high-quality youth social action?

**Leadership**

One of the biggest highlights from teachers was the “sense of ownership” and “power” pupils felt over their youth social action project. Referring to the process of joint decision-making around choice of topic and activities, teachers reflected that everyone in the class felt equally part of the project:

> Everyone has a voice and it makes them feel like it is their project. – Class teacher, Cycle 2

Teachers also recognised that for many pupils, this may have been the first opportunity to truly “lead” something:

> At this age, almost all things are either done to them, for them or at them – this is done with and by them. – Class teacher, Cycle 2

One teacher was especially pleased that the experience of leading the project made her previously shy class more independent:

> They [the pupils] weren’t an independent class and this has really helped them. – Class teacher, Cycle 2

**Problem-solving**

Pupils also exhibited entrepreneurial skills when faced with challenges around resourcing materials, such as wood for the sensory garden, for their projects. Some directed their efforts towards more obvious avenues such as asking parents and family members, while others expanded their horizons by reaching out directly to local shops and self-initiating fundraising activities such as a jewellery sale in their local communities.

Through this, pupils showed an awareness that overcoming social challenges is not something they must do on their own, but rather it is something that can be aided by working with and alongside their communities.
Before, I thought working as a team is just doing work together. But now I think it’s like listening to each other’s ideas, sharing ideas, making them better and I’ve learnt to do what teamwork really is.
– Pupil Leader, Cycle 1

I want to make the world a better place for animals, plants, every single thing.
– Pupil Leader, Cycle 1

### Teamwork and communication

Teachers and pupils from Cycle 1 reported improved inter-pupil dialogue in small groups, with pupils improving their listening skills and their ability to resolve differences of opinion. They also reported less confident pupils contributing to ideas where they hadn’t previously done so.

Teachers interviewed in Cycle 2 also reflected on pupils’ improved teamwork skills, through “sharing ideas, listening to others’ ideas, building on ideas” and how this has enabled them to “build empathy and understanding of one another.”

Another reflection included how pupils learnt to not only share and collaborate on ideas but also “how to compromise with others.”

One teacher delighted at the fact that pupils who hadn’t previously worked together were not only in the same team but were working well together, showing pupils’ increased sense of camaraderie, and understanding of one another.

### Attitudes: Social responsibility, civic self-efficacy, and habit of service

Existing evidence suggests that the challenge of engaging younger children in youth social action is that pupils may get caught up in the details of ‘the what’ while forgetting ‘the why,’ thereby missing out on the primary purpose of the social action. 29

RSA4 teachers told us otherwise. The children, they said, “were very aware of the needs of the community, always thinking about the work they are doing can be of benefit.”

In sharing their project with the wider community, including local journalists, children from one school spoke clearly and passionately about their social cause and what they were trying to achieve. Furthermore, pupils expressed gratitude for the RSA4 experience – they felt lucky to have had the experience, proud of what they had produced and the impact they had on their community.

For one teacher, it felt that pupils had come to a realisation that “if they see something that doesn’t feel right, they have the power to change it.”

For some, this impact was observed very quickly as birds, bees and other wildlife started to visit their class gardens, which helped pupils understand and appreciate the impact they had made and hopefully can make in the future.

While it is difficult to say with certainty that the experience of RSA4 will result in pupils developing a lifelong habit of service, we have already some indications of it. In one school, pupils who were engaged in Cycle 1 of the project carried on with their social cause (environment) by starting a school eco-council and taking on environment-related projects within their local community beyond Year 4.

What roles do teachers play in leading high-quality youth social action projects?

The role of the teacher in this project was one of a facilitator and partner. From the beginning, all teachers in the project were encouraged to make this role explicit and to let pupils know that this is ‘their’ project. This meant that pupils decided the social issue they wanted to focus on, as well as the type of activities they would undertake. Teachers also checked the viability of pupils’ ideas. However, instead of dismissing the nonviable options, they asked open-ended questions and prompted pupils to reach their own conclusions.

Examples of questions and prompts included:

- What is it that you want to do? What can we do in our school community? You need to tell me, it’s your project, not mine.
- Have a think about it.
- Why don’t you try this? Why don’t you have a go at this?
- How are you going to do this?
- Do you think this is going to work?
- Talk to me about what might go wrong?

For some teachers, this type of facilitative and partnership role was new and different to their normal relationship with pupils. Teachers acknowledged that letting pupils make decisions was “scary” and required “a lot of patience (to not jump in and make a decision for them).”

Letting them have control. It has been scary in a way. They are driving it. – Class teacher, Cycle 2

This role also required an element of leadership. Teachers led pupils through reflection on the process: what was working and what could be improved. They also led reflections on the purpose of the action pupils were undertaking and helping pupils connect their actions back to the social issue in focus.

This proactive role in ensuring pupils could indeed lead their projects was also expressed through deliberate curriculum and timetable planning to integrate the youth social action into formal learning. Some teachers did this more successfully than others (we will cover this in more detail in the next section). They also set parameters to manage potential risks to pupils’ health and safety, including mental and emotional wellbeing when sensitive topics were raised.

Teachers’ support was also reactive and practical as they helped pupils with specific tasks to support pupils with practical actions such as contacting local organisations they had identified as being relevant to their youth social action project.

In taking on the above roles, RSA4 teachers were able to provide a context where “children are in fact allowed to make decisions and take on leadership roles” and not a process whereby children engaged in “token gestures or interventions that have little impact”.
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3 What challenges might teachers face when pupils define and lead their own projects?

We identified two main challenges that RSA4 teachers faced when pupils defined and led their own youth social action:

**Practical challenges:**
Where teachers’ local contexts made it challenging for them to deliver the project.

**Ethical challenges:**
Where there was uncertainty about the age-appropriateness of some social issues.

### Practical challenges

School leaders set the agenda for their school culture, which determines whether and how youth social action is prioritised and resourced. While headteachers do recognise the benefits of youth social action in the primary phase, it may be compromised in the face of external factors such as squeezed budgets, concerns around retaining teachers, and accountability pressures.

In-school delivery in primary schools largely refers to classroom teachers’ time. Committing already stretched teacher time and staffing budgets may pose some of the biggest practical barriers to embedding youth social action. Newly qualified teachers may especially find it difficult to take this on if it is an ‘add on’ to their curriculum as opposed to part of their curriculum from the beginning of the year. We found this to be the case for one of the schools who participated in Cycle 1 of the project but were unable to continue to Cycle 2.

Teachers who wanted, and were able to, design their curriculum around a social issue shared how it enhanced pupil’s understanding of the issue itself, thereby enhancing their drive towards the youth social action project. In one case, a school chose to integrate the pupils’ youth social action project as much as possible into a term’s scheme of work by setting the pupils’ chosen social issue as the key topic for that term. This involved assigning lesson time in science, English, maths, and computing to the RSA4 project.

In addition, some schools found that letting pupils take ownership of the issue and the project, while considered a benefit to the pupil, was a challenge. In schools where it worked well, this kind of pedagogy where pupil agency is promoted was not unfamiliar, and where teachers were used to taking on facilitator and partner roles.

Some teachers also struggled to connect with their local communities, whether it was charities or local businesses, and felt that they could have done with extra support (either external or internal) with this aspect of the project.

---

Ethical challenges

Schools may be hesitant to offer youth-led social action opportunities if they feel that the issues or actions selected by pupils are inappropriate for young children. During the first year of the project there were some initial reservations of some teachers that their pupils were too young to effectively engage in youth social action and sensitive issues:

I was nervous, and the other two teachers were nervous about them choosing homelessness because we thought, 'What are we going to do?', and you know, 'It’s too sensitive'. They may be too young, and they might be doing things that aren’t age appropriate... I really didn’t think it would be this successful.

– Class teacher, Cycle 1

I think to not do it is actually more damaging, because they need to be aware that it’s happening, and to be able to make that change... I don’t think there is any point shying away from it, because it’s not going to disappear. And I think giving them the opportunity to reflect on it...and what can we do to help these people gives them more kind of drive than it would if it was shied away from because it kind of gives them a more empathetic response.

– Class teacher, Cycle 2

Children are already having these conversations as it happens in our area [...] we’re trying to help make people’s lives better so it is okay to talk about it.

– Class teacher, Cycle 2

However, all teachers interviewed during Cycle 2 described being “surprised” by the level of maturity of pupils when dealing with the potentially sensitive subject matters and expressed no concerns about age appropriateness of letting pupils choose their own social issues. In fact, some mentioned how it would have been more damaging to not cover an issue that is prominent in their local communities.

These reflections suggest that concerns around age appropriateness might be more internal to teachers than external. For example, teachers might feel nervous or less confident about discussing some topics more than others, and that this could be overcome by sharing successful examples of how various social issues are covered by colleagues in other settings and/or receiving support from experts.

32 Teacher Tapp data revealed that some subjects such as mental health and wellbeing or healthy eating were examples of topics deemed age-appropriate for young pupils whereas there was less of a consensus on the suitability of topics such as food poverty and refugee resettlement.
"It’s been great... It’s made me more confident to let the children follow their own idea, and I think that’s why they have been so passionate and that’s why they keep thinking of more ideas."

Class teacher, Cycle 1
For achieving intended outcomes

Pupils’ ownership over the goal and the means of the youth social action project:

Youth-led projects should be built on pupil-adult partnerships that facilitate joint decision making. Teachers should be explicit about their facilitating role from the start of the project, encouraging and reminding pupils that the ideas and direction must come from them.

“...What I think has been different is that the children have had complete ownership over it, so it’s been their project and they decided what they wanted to do. They decided how they want that to run in school, and I guess we probably don’t give that much ownership over to the children... That’s something that we could learn from this.” — Senior Leadership Team member, Cycle 1

At St Oswald’s CE Primary School, the class teacher ran a ballot vote to select the issue with prompting questions such as: “what are we going to do that is most useful? What do we not already do?” Pupils wrote down their responses on a named ballot. A voting system meant that each pupil’s voice was equally represented. The named ballot allowed the teacher to discreetly follow up with pupils who expressed an interest in a topic that was either too sensitive or prompted safeguarding concerns.
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Pupils’ perception that the project is sufficiently difficult, including feeling a sense of ‘controlled discomfort’:

The project should push pupils to think differently, take on roles previously unfamiliar (i.e., that require more agency) and act in new ways. An initial sense of discomfort and nervousness combined with the appropriate amount of support from teachers can help to enhance pupils’ sense of self-efficacy and confidence.

During interviews, pupils and staff described a sense of controlled discomfort resulting from placing pupils in new or ‘adult’ roles and asking them to interact with new peers from other schools as well as adults from the community. For example, pupils at Woodrow First School were invited to lead a meeting with a local councillor to discuss their project and request help transporting their food donations to the local food bank.

Pupils’ awareness of their personal development:

Pupils should be able to reflect on how they have grown and what they have learnt by participating in the social action. Where pupils may have negative self-beliefs or less awareness of their own development, teachers should provide compelling feedback and evidence of their development.

RSA4 brought participating schools together for a celebration and reflection event, where pupils were encouraged to identify personal achievements as well as the social impact they had helped create. This event was important for consolidating pupils’ learning and personal reflections from the experience.

During Cycle 2, one class at Woodrow First School felt so passionate about the issue of food poverty that they decided to work closely with a local organisation that coordinates a food bank. In addition to supporting the issue locally, pupils also researched out to The Trussell Trust’s national Hunger Free Future campaign to learn more about the scale of the issue. Pupils recorded a campaign video to raise awareness and asked the school to sign the campaign in support too.

Pupils’ feel connected to their local community and part of something bigger:

The workshop series brought pupils together from different schools, in-person during Cycle 1 and virtually in Cycle 2. This helped pupils recognise the importance and the wider impact of social action activities beyond their individual projects; it also normalised social action as something they can engage with outside of their class and school.

During Cycle 2, one class at Woodrow First School felt so passionate about the issue of food poverty that they decided to work closely with a local organisation that coordinates a food bank. In addition to supporting the issue locally, pupils also researched out to The Trussell Trust’s national Hunger Free Future campaign to learn more about the scale of the issue. Pupils recorded a campaign video to raise awareness and asked the school to sign the campaign in support too.

At the start [of RSA4] I didn’t really know these kind of things and as we were going more into doing this I got more confident. – Pupil, Cycle 1

Citizens of now
Pupils’ perception that the project is successful:

Pupils should be able to articulate how the project has been socially impactful and define what success looks like, both personally and in terms of the community benefit. Teachers should lead pupils through guided reflections on how their project contributes to the social issue, even when their contribution may be relatively small compared to the size of the problem. These reflections should encourage pupils to consider continuing social action in the future.

Pupils at Sutton Park RSA Academy recognised at the end of Cycle 1 that their project to cut down plastic pollution needed on-going action. One pupil reflected:

"I’m thinking it’s quite successful... but at the same time... it’s maybe not successful because I can still see loads and loads of litter around the pavements. I have put signs around the town on the lamp posts, like don’t drop litter and they still have. – Pupil leader, Cycle 1"

Through careful reflection, the teacher guided pupils to consider the positive impact they had made and how they could continue to make a difference beyond their RSA4 project. As pupils got ready to move on to Year 5, they established a new school eco-council and spoke to the incoming Year 4 pupils about their project so that the new cohort could help pick up the mantle. Since then, pupils have self-initiated several social actions such as community litter picks, a crisp packet collection drive (after discovering a company that turns crisp packets into insulated blankets for homeless people) and letter-writing to a local restaurant to suggest ways to cut down its single use plastic.

For overcoming practical and ethical challenges:

School leadership drives a culture of youth social action and helps to overcome teacher-level barriers to engagement:

Pressures on senior leaders regarding timetabling, budgets and curriculum commitments can create practical barriers for class teachers trying to enable youth social action. The extent to which youth social action is embedded as a normal part of school culture is largely influenced by senior leaders’ buy-in.

The RSA4 programme required considerable buy-in from senior leaders in the participating schools. The programme notably required headteachers to release pupils and school staff from the timetable to participate in workshops and spend additional hours to carry out their youth social action projects. Support from senior leaders empowered class teachers to adapt initial schemes of work to respond to pupils’ chosen issues and actions.
Schools encourage youth-voice:

Schools that already had opportunities for active youth voice on social issues such as student councils or eco-committees found it easier to embed RSA4 into their programming. As well, schools that let pupils make decisions about their learning in other parts of the curriculum were more comfortable delivering RSA4 as it was often just an extension of their existing pedagogy.

“Most of our curriculum is through [drama-based] enquiry [...] so, we are used to sitting back and letting the children drive things and following their ideas but that’s always in an imaginary context in the work that we do. So, it was slightly different in that it was real life, but that is generally the way that we work.
– Senior Leadership Team member, Cycle 1

Schools are connected and engaged with their local community:

Schools that already had strong connections found it easier to kick-start community-facing projects, while others had to work to establish these, putting extra pressure on time-poor teachers. Where pupils worked with community allies, it enhanced the projects’ impact.

Abbeywood First School RSA Academy looked to their community to send happiness cards to isolated residents in local care homes. Pupils realised that to have the biggest impact, they wouldn’t have time to hand make each card. Instead, they designed a small series of card designs and focused their energy on researching and contacting local printing companies that could mass produce their cards. Pupils were surprised to find a local printing company that was so inspired by their efforts that they agreed not only to print their cards, but also help distribute them for free.

Teachers have confidence in teaching sensitive and/or controversial issues:

Teachers acknowledged the importance of not shying away from sensitive and/or controversial issues. Nonetheless, they appreciated being supported with training and resources to be able to do this well.

RSA4 offered teachers a dedicated twilight teacher training session at the start of the project. The training was led by Young Citizens who were chosen for their expertise in SMSC education, and how this links to youth social action. Part of the training specifically focused on how to approach sensitive and/or controversial issues in the classroom, and involved role playing and case study examples to help build teachers’ confidence.
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Practical guidance for teachers on facilitating high-quality youth social action
In order to support these active ingredients, we’ve drawn up some practical guidance for teachers on how to facilitate high-quality youth social action:

### Give pupils agency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Allow pupils to lead, shape, and own their youth social action project.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facilitate a discussion with pupils about the things they see in their community that they don’t like; ask them why they feel this way and what they can do about it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some pupils might need additional help to understand what is meant by a social issue. You may find it helpful to provide examples from pictures, newspaper stories, and video clips. If using examples, make it clear that pupils can choose issues outside of the examples.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduce pupils to different forms of youth social action, such as fundraising, campaigning, and volunteering. Encourage them to consider what actions might be most impactful for their chosen issue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead pupils through a democratic decision-making process about their chosen issues/actions, such as a voting system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Explore the issue in full

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provide plenty of learning opportunities for pupils to better understand their chosen social issue.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organisations such as <a href="https://www.youngcitizens.org/">Young Citizens</a>, <a href="https://www.kidsagainstplastic.org/">Kids Against Plastic</a>, and <a href="https://www.weschools.org/">WE Schools</a> have ready-made resources that can help to introduce social issues in an age-appropriate way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use this as an opportunity to learn about different research methodologies with pupils, for e.g., surveys, interviews, and online research.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask tough questions: What are the root causes of the problem? What are the effects? Who is affected and who is already trying to help?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-create a community code with pupils that sets out ways to respectfully discuss potentially sensitive issues, and how to work together as a team so that all pupils feel safe and supported when sharing their ideas, feelings, and experiences.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pupils at St Oswald’s CE Primary**

Pupils at St Oswald’s CE Primary found and contacted a local charity via online research. Through that contact, they learnt about hidden homelessness, such as sofa surfing and its prevalence in their local community. This inspired them to organise fundraising to create ‘kindness bags’ with donated essential hygiene items.
Get to know your community allies

Your local community is a great resource for you to draw upon to enhance the quality of youth social action.

— When playing a facilitating role, you are not expected to be an expert on the social issue and/or run the youth social action project. Your role is to help facilitate connections between pupils and experts and others who can offer support.

— Get your school community on board with the project and encourage pupils to think about allies beyond the school gate.

— Invite relevant local organisations and/or individuals who can share their perspectives about the social issue and the different ways to address it. In our experience, projects that involve the wider community have the greatest impact.

With the support of community allies, Oldbury Park RSA Academy were able to expand the scale and scope of their pupils’ ambitions. Initially, pupils wrote to local garden centres to ask for donations of supplies for their nature garden and bee hotels. Building on pupils’ interest to create a home for nature, local businesses have since offered to help pupils to design a pond where frogs spawn and water-insects live, and they will be doing this work over the next academic year.

Make it relevant to your school

Embed youth social action within your school and practice.

— Take a step back and look at what already exists and ask yourself where might youth social action enhance your practice. For example, if your school has a focus on oracy or drama-based inquiry, consider how you could use this in the project.

— If you have existing pupil-led groups like eco-councils or student councils, these can be useful starting points for the project.

— Think about how you could better link existing avenues for youth social action to aspects of the high-quality principles. For example, if you have a regular harvest festival where pupils are encouraged to donate food, could this social action be more youth-led by consulting with pupils if they have other ideas about how they would like to support the foodbank? Could you be more socially impactful by inviting a food bank staff member to talk about the issue of food poverty to better understand the impact of their actions?
Practical guidance for teachers on facilitating high-quality youth social action

Link to your curriculum

— Consider where you can build your project into existing schemes of work, such as using literacy lessons to write a letter to a local councillor or read a book on the social issue. The Empathy Library has a great selection of books on social issues to help build empathy in pupils.

— Explore links to the PSHE/SMSC education curriculum, including social justice and wellbeing. Some RSA4 schools made successful links to the Thrive approach and Philosophy for Children through their projects.

To help learn about homelessness in an age-appropriate way, teachers at Woodrow First School used the children’s book ‘Way Home,’ which tells the story of a young boy who becomes homeless. By linking to drama and literacy, pupils explored the book’s themes and gained insight into how it might feel to become homeless from the first-person perspective of the main character. Pupils undertook creative writing pieces based on their own version of the story if it were to take place in their community.

At Sutton Park Primary RSA Academy, the class teacher supported pupils to find out more about people’s attitudes towards recycling through a maths lesson. Pupils conducted surveys and learnt how to analyse them by creating different types of graphs. This provided pupils with an opportunity to see how their learning relates to the real-world and how to conduct primary research on their chosen issue to better inform their project.

Agree milestones for reflection

— When pupils reach these milestones, encourage reflection on what went well, what could have gone better, and what have they learnt that could help them achieve the next milestone.

— Organise awards and recognition, which help to create a school culture where youth social action is valued as much as other forms of achievement and learning.

— Where possible, consider how pupils can understand the impact of their actions on the community. This might include a meeting with the foodbank staff to find out how many families benefitted from pupils’ donations or a survey to find out how the care homes’ residents felt receiving the happiness cards.
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Conclusion
Conclusions

Through this action-research, we endeavoured to find out what is possible when primary schools engage with high-quality youth social action. We found that primary-age pupils are capable of taking on an active role as young citizens in our communities. Not only do they have clear ideas about the issues they care about, but they also understand how they can make a difference. Our research reinforces existing evidence that pupils derive direct benefits from participating in youth social action, including developing leadership, teamwork, problem-solving, and communication skills, as well as a sense of social responsibility, civic self-efficacy, with signs of developing a habit of service.

We have seen teachers going to great lengths to enable pupils to reap the most of these benefits. There are of course a number of practical and ethical challenges to this work, however all of the schools that participated in RSA4 have shown that there is a way around if you remain committed. This report is a celebration of their efforts and achievements, and we hope that with the practical guidance, it inspires more teachers to lead youth social action in their own settings, empowering pupils to be socially responsible citizens of now.

Schools can play a role in empowering children and young people to be ‘citizens of now’ through high-quality youth social action.
The RSA (Royal Society for the encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce) believes in a world where everyone is able to participate in creating a better future. Through our ideas, research and a 30,000 strong Fellowship we are a global community of proactive problem solvers. Uniting people and ideas to resolve the challenges of our time.